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Using DNA heteroduplex tracking assays, we characterized human immunodeficiency virus type 1 env
V4/V5 genetic populations in multiple blood plasma samples collected over an average of 7 months from
24 chronically infected human subjects. We observed complex and dynamic V4/V5 genetic populations in
most subjects. Comparisons of V4/V5 and V1/V2 population changes over the course of the study showed
that major shifts in genetic populations frequently occurred in one region but not the other, and these
observations were independently confirmed in one subject by single-genome sequencing. These results
suggest that the V1/V2 and V4/V5 regions of env often evolve independently during chronic infection.

The V1/V2 and V4/V5 regions of the human immunodefi-
ciency virus type 1 (HIV-1) env gene are highly variable in
sequence and length and are the most genetically diverse re-
gions of the HIV-1 genome (10, 14, 25, 27). These sequences
code for highly accessible and often heavily glycosylated re-
gions in the Env glycoprotein, and sequence evolution in these
regions within infected individuals is thought to play an impor-
tant role in virus evasion from neutralizing antibody (7, 8, 19,
23). Longitudinal analysis of env genetic populations in in-
fected individuals can reveal key features of neutralizing anti-
body or other selective pressures driving env sequence evolu-
tion (1, 4, 9, 15, 21, 22), although few studies of chronically
infected subjects have monitored viral genetic changes over
short time intervals (�3 months).

We previously characterized blood plasma V1/V2 genetic
populations at 2 to 4 week intervals over an approximately 6-
to 9-month period in a cohort of 21 subjects in late chronic
infection by using a DNA heteroduplex tracking assay (HTA)
(12), which resolves mixtures of coexisting viral genotypes as a
series of distinct bands on a polyacrylamide gel (5, 6, 16). Most
subjects had complex V1/V2 genetic populations, with major
population changes occurring in about two-thirds of the sub-
jects over the course of study, suggesting continual evolution of
selective pressures targeting the Env V1/V2 loops. The V1/V2
and V4/V5 regions are on opposite faces of the Env protein (3,
13), and it is unclear whether selective pressures on Env con-
currently drive evolution of both V1/V2 and V4/V5 or whether
host selection drives evolution of one region at a time. Fur-
thermore, it is unknown whether natural selection driving se-
quence evolution in one region affects the biological function

of the other, thus requiring subsequent coevolution of the
latter. A better understanding of how the V1/V2 and V4/V5
regions evolve in vivo may provide further insight into their
role in neutralizing antibody evasion, the persistence of host
selective pressure, and Env protein function.

In the present study we characterized V4/V5 env genetic
populations over time in 24 chronically infected subjects by
using a V4/V5-specific HTA (11, 21). We then compared
V4/V5 population changes to those previously observed in
V1/V2 from the same subjects to assess the degree of indepen-
dence or linkage of V1/V2 and V4/V5 sequence evolution. The
subjects had failed antiretroviral therapy, had low CD4 cell
counts, and were in the placebo arm of a clinical trial designed
to investigate the addition of ritonavir to failing therapy regi-
mens (2). Viral RNA was extracted from blood plasma sam-
ples, reverse transcribed, and PCR amplified with V4/V5-tar-
geted primers using conditions previously described (11, 21).
The DNA amplicons were then characterized by HTA using a
V4/V5 probe based on the HIV-1 NL4-3 clone, and the mi-
gration and relative abundance of heteroduplex bands were
analyzed and quantified by phosphorimaging (11, 21).

Characterization of V4/V5 genetic populations. We first
characterized V4/V5 env populations in the first and last time
points of the study (separated by an average of 221 days) for
each subject (Fig. 1). The vast majority of subjects had
complex V4/V5 genetic populations, much like we previ-
ously observed for V1/V2 (12), with up to 10 coexisting
V4/V5 genetic variants detected at a single time point within
an individual (e.g., subject 1067). Furthermore, the pattern
of genetic variants changed for nearly all subjects over the
course of study, with examples of changes in relative abun-
dance for variants that remained present throughout the
time course (e.g., subject 1012), the loss of major genetic
variants (e.g., subject 1079), and the emergence of new
major variants (e.g., subject 1027).

To examine the kinetics of viral population changes, we next
characterized V4/V5 populations across all intervening time
points for 10 subjects who were representative of the various
HTA patterns observed in Fig. 1. We observed different kinet-
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ics of V4/V5 changes among these subjects (Fig. 2). In some
subjects we observed a gradual gain or loss of minor variants
(e.g., subjects 1053 and 1025). We also observed striking pop-
ulation shifts over short time spans (30 to 60 days) followed by
periods of relative stability (e.g., subjects 1027 and 1116).
Other subjects, such as subjects 1133 and 1146, had less dra-
matic changes over the course of the study, limited primarily to
changes in the relative abundance of minor variants. One in-
dividual, subject 1036, had a relatively homogeneous V4/V5
genetic population at the start of the study, followed by the
emergence of a new variant that first mixed with and then
eventually replaced the entire preexisting population to yield a
novel homogeneous population. Taken together, these results
suggest that selective pressures targeting the V4/V5 region are
often intense and continually evolving, much as we observed
for V1/V2 in the same subjects (12).

Independence of V1/V2 and V4/V5 population changes. We
examined the timing of major V4/V5 population changes rel-
ative to V1/V2. We first identified subjects who had one or
more “predominant population changes” in either V1/V2 or
V4/V5 or both over the course of the study, which were simply
defined as replacements in the most abundant HTA variants as
measured by phosphorimaging of HTA gels (11, 12). There-
fore, changes in minor variants were not considered in this
analysis. We observed variable patterns of predominant V1/V2
and V4/V5 genetic population changes, including (i) concor-
dant patterns of predominant population stability (2 of 21
subjects), (ii) concordant replacement of both V1/V2 and
V4/V5 predominant populations (7 of 21 subjects), and (iii)
independent predominant population replacement in one re-
gion with relative stability in the other (12 of 21 subjects).
Representative examples are shown in Fig. 3A. In a few sub-
jects, e.g., subject 1067 (Fig. 3B), we also observed stable,
relatively homogeneous genetic populations in one region,
with multiple dramatic population changes in the other.

To confirm the observation of independent evolution of
V1/V2 and V4/V5 regions, we reverse transcribed blood plasma

RNA obtained from days 1 and 240 from subject 1067 and
subjected the cDNA to a limiting-dilution, nested PCR proto-
col targeting the full-length env gene. To ensure a high prob-
ability of amplification from single templates and thus limit
artifactual recombination between templates, cDNAs were di-
luted and amplified in 96-well plates such that nested PCR
resulted in �50% of reactions positive for full-length env. We
then sequenced the V1/V2- and V4/V5-coding regions in the
env amplicons and discarded any sequences with evidence of
frameshifts or mixtures at any nucleotide positions. This tech-
nique, termed single-genome amplification and sequencing,
was adapted from previously published protocols (17, 26) and
will be described in greater detail elsewhere (J. Salazar and B.
Hahn, unpublished data). In total, single genome sequences
from 34 amplicons from day 1 plasma and 23 amplicons from
day 240 plasma were obtained from subject 1067. Predominant
V1/V2 sequence populations and their linked V4/V5 se-
quences are shown in Fig. 3C. Half of the env amplicons ob-
tained from day 1 plasma had V1/V2 regions with 100% nu-
cleotide identity, and nearly all of their linked V4/V5
sequences were identical, suggesting that a large proportion of
the env population at this time point was comprised of a single
variant. The remainder of V1/V2 and V4/V5 sequences de-
tected at day 1 represented several minor populations (data
not shown). At day 240, most of the V1/V2 sequences clustered
into two groups, whereas the V4/V5 population was much
more complex. Approximately one-third of the V1/V2 se-
quences differed by only two to three nucleotides (one coding
change) from the bulk of the V1/V2 population 239 days ear-
lier, and 6 sequences were identical to 2 of 34 sequences
obtained from day 1 plasma (Fig. 3C). In contrast, the linked
V4/V5 sequences at day 240 differed dramatically from each
other and from all V4/V5 sequences obtained from day 1
plasma, with several coding differences, insertions, and dele-
tions (Fig. 3C). Taken together, these results confirm the HTA
data for this subject and support the observation of indepen-
dent V1/V2 and V4/V5 evolution.

FIG. 1. V4/V5 env populations in infected subjects at the start and end of study. Blood plasma viral RNA populations were characterized by
reverse transcription-PCR and HTA targeting the V4/V5 region of env. Bands representing the single-stranded probe and probe homoduplex are
not shown. All DNA heteroduplex bands shown run between the single-stranded probe and probe homoduplexes, and represent coexisting HIV-1
V4/V5 genetic variants. The time points shown represent the day of blood sample collection relative to the start of the study.
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We next quantified the overall concordance of V1/V2 and
V4/V5 population changes over time by three different HTA
measures: total change, entropy change, and HTA index. Total
change is a measure of the difference in HTA band patterns for
two different time points, taking into account both the pres-
ence of unique variants in one time point relative to the other
and the differences in relative abundance of variants shared
between both time points (12, 21). Shannon entropy is a mea-
sure of genetic population complexity at a single time point (4,
24). Therefore, entropy change measures the change in popu-
lation complexity between two time points, with positive and
negative values reflecting increasing and decreasing population
complexity, respectively. The HTA index, recently described by
Riddle et al. (21), is a novel algorithm for quantifying popu-
lation changes that takes into account the timing of population
changes and also emphasizes the emergence of new variants.
We observed no correlation of V1/V2 and V4/V5 population
changes using any of these three algorithms (Fig. 4).

Finally, we monitored viral populations at individual time
points for three of the seven subjects who displayed predom-
inant viral population changes in both V1/V2 and V4/V5. In
subject 1027 we observed strongly concurrent population shifts
in V1/V2 and V4/V5 at short, specific time intervals (data not
shown). In the other two subjects—subjects 1036 and 1079—
predominant population replacements in V1/V2 and V4/V5
occurred at different times and at generally different rates
(data not shown). In summary, our results indicate that the
V1/V2 and V4/V5 hypervariable regions of env frequently
evolve independently in infected individuals during late chronic
infection.

One limitation of the present study is the fact that an HTA
does not always resolve coexisting genetic variants with single
or a few dispersed nucleotide differences. Therefore, it is pos-
sible that for some subjects single nucleotide changes may
occur in one or both regions of env where no predominant
genetic changes are detected by HTA, although nucleotide

FIG. 2. Kinetics of V4/V5 env population changes. V4/V5 RNA genetic variants present in blood specimens collected over 2- to 4-week intervals
were characterized by reverse transcription-PCR and HTA. As described for Fig. 1, only heteroduplex bands are shown. The time points shown
represent the day of blood sample collection relative to the start of the study.
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changes near other clustered differences between the probe
and target sequence are frequently detected by HTA (12, 20).
Nevertheless, it seems unlikely that undetectable single nucle-
otide changes in one region can account for all discordant
population changes in V1/V2 and V4/V5, especially consider-
ing that in several subjects we observed multiple striking pop-
ulation shifts in one region over a period of approximately 6 to
9 months with little or no change detected in the other. Fur-
thermore, single-genome sequencing data independently vali-
dated the HTA observations for subject 1067 (Fig. 3C). In
another recent cohort study (21), discordant V1/V2 and V4/V5

changes were observed at 6-month intervals for some subjects.
Of note, in the present study the overall level of V1/V2 and
V4/V5 change over time as measured by total change and HTA
index was relatively low compared to the study by Riddle et al.
(21). However, this is not surprising given that all of the sub-
jects in the present study had low CD4 counts (�100). There-
fore, generally reduced immune pressure on Env likely con-
tributed to slower evolution of V1/V2 and V4/V5, which is
consistent with the report by Delwart et al. (4).

We speculate that at a given moment, at least a portion of a
host neutralizing antibody response to HIV-1 can be prefer-

FIG. 3. Independence of V1/V2 and V4/V5 predominant population changes. (A) Different patterns of concordance for V1/V2 and V4/V5
predominant population replacements over the full course of study are revealed by HTA. The data from first and last time points of the study are
shown for representative subjects. The number of subjects representing each of the four patterns is shown, out of a total of 21 subjects characterized
by both V1/V2 and V4/V5 HTA. (B) Time course HTAs for V1/V2 and V4/V5 for subject 1067. (C) Predominant V1/V2 populations and their
linked V4/V5 sequences obtained from day 1 and day 240 plasma from subject 1067. Sequences were obtained by single-genome amplification.
Numbers in parentheses on the left indicate the number of V1/V2 sequences represented (of the total number of amplicons) and on the right the
number of V4/V5 sequences linked to a particular V1/V2 sequence. Sequence differences depicted are relative to predominant V1/V2 and V4/V5
sequence populations at day 1. Symbols: E, noncoding nucleotide difference; F, coding difference; �, codon deletion; }, codon insertion.

FIG. 4. Lack of correlation by three different quantitative measures of V1/V2 and V4/V5 population change. Total change, entropy change, and
HTA index algorithms were used to quantify V1/V2 and V4/V5 change between the first and last time points of the study for each subject (one
interval per subject). Values were plotted for V1/V2 and V4/V5 to determine a correlation of changes between the two regions, and the r2 and P
values are indicated.
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entially directed toward a subset of variable targets in Env,
considering the following points: (i) the hypervariable regions
of the Env protein are highly accessible (3, 13, 28) and are
therefore major targets for host antibody responses; (ii)
broadly reactive neutralizing antibodies are rarely detected in
infected subjects and are difficult to induce by vaccination, as
opposed to type-specific or autologous antibodies (reviewed in
reference 18); (iii) preexisting antibody to heterologous Env
antigen does not alter V1/V2 diversification in SIVsm-infected
macaques (22); and (iv) as shown here, V1/V2 and V4/V5 env
regions evolve independently in infected subjects. Unfortu-
nately a type-specific neutralizing antibody response is difficult
to assess in infected subjects, although careful characterization
of env sequence evolution may provide a useful surrogate
method, albeit indirect, for identifying regions of Env under
neutralizing antibody selective pressure.

Nucleotide sequence accession numbers. All single-genome
sequences have been deposited in GenBank (accession num-
bers EF418433 to EF418546).
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